Power BI Services
Understand how to effectively and efficiently leverage Power BI to transform
your data to actionable insights
Microsoft Power BI is a business
analytics service that delivers
insights to enable fast, informed
decisions. It can analyze and
correlate data from a variety of
sources including on-premises and in
the cloud and transform that data
into stunning visuals that can deliver
critical insights into virtually any
area of an organization.
But learning how to leverage the
“power” of Power BI can be
challenging especially if various data
sources need to be combined to
deliver real insights. Power BI Data
Analysis Expressions (DAX) is a very
powerful way of creating new
information from data already in
your model however DAX is
complicated. And once you get the
information you need how do you
present it in a way that makes sense
for your audience?
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Silect provides advanced Power BI
services to deliver customized
dashboards, training and more.
Dashboard Development
A typical engagement begins with
a thorough assessment of your
requirements with all
stakeholders. Next data sources
are studied and a data model is
defined. Visual prototypes are
developed and shared and
feedback is incorporated into the
development plan. Finally
development begins and iterative
releases are reviewed and
feedback incorporated.
Completion of the project
includes review of all Power BI
code and training on how to
maintain and update the
dashboards. Ongoing
maintenance and support
contracts are also available.

About Silect
Founded in 2003, Silect has
helped thousands of
organizations worldwide with
their IT management challenges.
Silect is a Microsoft GOLD
partner, a member of the
Microsoft Power BI Red Carpet
program as well as a member of
the Microsoft Azure
Management Elite team.

Sample Dashboards
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IT Management Alert
Operator performance for a
large multi-national
corporation (Figure 1)
Compliance assessment
dashboards and details in a
commercial product (Figure 2)

